Dishant Passi
Etobicoke, ON M9V 1L6 | 647-554-3414 | dishantpassi4@gmail.com

Summary
Diligent Mobile Guard trained in conflict de-escalation strategies, behavior management and defensive tactics.
Well-versed in protecting entrances, conducting patrols and monitoring CCTV feeds.
Highly observant security professional accustomed to working alone to maintain security at different types of facilities.
Knowledgeable about detecting and preventing incidents, reporting crime and providing basic first aid.

Skills
Reliable and trustworthy

Criminal law understanding

Mobile Patrolling

Security procedures knowledge

First Aid/CPR

Vigilant and watchful

Physical combat trained

MS Office

Premises surveillance

Experience
SECURITY GUARD OFFICER | 11/2020 to Current
Securitas Canada - Scarborough, ON
Protected entrances by scanning individuals and bags via manual, wand or x-ray machinery.
Maintained stamina during long periods of sitting, walking, standing or driving while remaining focused and vigilant.
Followed established security and safety procedures and posted orders to include enforcement of company rules,
policies and regulations.
Secured personnel and premises by inspecting buildings, patrolling property and monitoring surveillance cameras.
Monitored and authorized entrance and departure of employees, visitors and other persons.
Monitored multiple CCTV feeds to keep close eye on important areas of buildings and grounds.
Warned persons of rule infractions or violations and evicted violators from premises.
SECURITY GUARD | 06/2020 to 11/2020
Anderson Blake Security - Brampton, ON
Adapted easily to changing circumstances, policies and conditions.
Quickly learned site protocol and endorsed rules.
Managing the crowd in the store during a pandemic.
Monitored and authorized entrance and departure of employees, visitors and other persons.
SECURITY GUARD | 02/2019 to 04/2020
Active Security - Etobicoke, ON
Inspected parking lot to verify parking permits and ticketed or towed all unauthorized vehicles.
Checked footage and live feeds from surveillance cameras for trespassers and criminal activity.
Operated scanning equipment to keep entrance lines moving efficiently.
Patrolled and secured industrial and commercial premises to prevent intrusion.
Operated and maintained x-ray and metal detection devices at building checkpoints.

Education and Training
Humber Institute Of Technology And Advanced Learning - Toronto, ON | High School Diploma
04/2020
Makkar Institute - Ludhiana, Punjab, India | Tally And VAT Software
Commerce And Business Administration, 10/2015
M.R.S.P.P School - Phillaur, Punjab, India | Primary And Secondary Education
Commerce, 03/2015

